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The following 20 graphic novels answer the question  

“AFTER WATCHMEN, WHAT’S NEXT?”

Each award-winning, best-selling title reflects an aspect 
of WATCHMEN’s broad appeal, and is a great entry point 
for new fans just discovering graphic novels as well as 
established readers looking to try something new.

We’ve listed the titles by category so you can  
find more graphic novels based on what you enjoyed 
most about WATCHMEN:

MORE BOOKS BY  ALAN MOORE
BOOKS THAT PUSH THE BOUNDARIES OF  SCIENCE FICTION 
BEST-SELLING BOOKS FROM  BEST-SELLING AUTHORS
BOOKS THAT REDEFINE  MODERN SUPER HEROES
BOOKS FOR  MATURE READERS

WATCHMEN is only the beginning.

Experience the unique storytelling power of  
graphic novels from DC Comics, the #1 publisher  
with the most diverse line of titles in the industry.

Visit AFTERWATCHMEN.com for more recommendations.

SOFTCOVER  
ISBN: 978-0-9302-89232
PRICE: $19.99/$22.99CAN

HARDCOVER  
ISBN: 978-1-4012-19260
PRICE: $39.99/$45.99CAN

ABSOLUTE EDITION  
ISBN: 978-1-4012-07137
PRICE: $75.00/$86.00CAN

•  It’s been called  
“a landmark on 
the graphic novel 
medium” and “a 
masterpiece.” (TIME)

•  In 2005, it was the 
only graphic novel 
selected as one of 
TIME magazine’s 
100 best English-
language novels from 
1923 to the present. 

•  It was one of the most 
hotly anticipated 
motion pictures 
from Warner Bros., 
Paramount Pictures, 
and director Zack 
Snyder of 2009.

•  It is the most  
critically acclaimed  
graphic novel 
of all time. 

“ The greatest piece of popular  
fiction ever produced.”  
—DAMON LINDELOF, CO-CREATOR OF LOST

“ Groundbreaking.” 
—USA TODAY
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“ Perhaps Moore’s most 
powerful work.”  
—PortLanD mercUrY

“ Dark, gripping storytelling.” 
—entertainment WeekLY

“  Densely -packed, thematically 
vibrant and philosophically 
challenging.”  
—scriPPs HoWarD neWs serVice

More books by  AlAn Moore

sUggesteD for matUre reaDers

v FoR vENdETTA
Writer: AlAN MooRE
Artist: DAviD lloyD

ISBN: 978-1-4012-0841-7
PRICE: $19.99/$22.99CAN

A seminal graphic novel that defined sophisticated storytelling, 
Alan Moore’s best-selling V FOR VENDETTA is a terrifying 
portrait of totalitarianism and resistance, superbly illustrated by 
artist David Lloyd.

The graphic novel that inspired the hit movie V FOR VENDETTA 
is a powerful story about loss of freedom and individuality.  
Set in a futuristic totalitarian England, a country without political 
freedom, personal freedom and precious little faith in anything, 
a mysterious man in a white porcelain mask fights political 
oppressors through terrorism and seemingly absurd acts. It’s  
a gripping tale of the blurred lines between ideological good 
and evil.

© DC Comics.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM



sUggesteD for matUre reaDers

“ The series offers another fine option for  
the adult horror -comic fan.” 
—tHe WasHington times

SAGA oF THE SWAMP THING BooK oNE
Writer: AlAN MooRE 
Artists: STEpHEN BiSSETTE & JoHN ToTlEBEN

HC ISBN: 978-1-4012-2082-2
HC PRICE: $24.99/$27.99CAN

SC ISBN: 978-0-9302-8922-5
SC PRICE: $19.99/$22.99CAN

Before WATCHMEN, Alan Moore made his debut in the U.S. 
comic book industry with the revitalization of the horror comic 
book THE SWAMP THING. His deconstruction of the classic 
monster stretched the creative boundaries of the medium and 
became one of the most spectacular series in comic book history. 

With modern-day issues explored against a backdrop of horror, 
SWAMP THING’s stories became commentaries on environmental, 
political and social issues, unflinching in their relevance. SAGA 
OF THE SWAMP THING Book One collects issues #20-27 of this 
seminal series including the never-before-reprinted SAGA OF 
THE SWAMP THING #20, where Moore takes over as writer and 
concludes the previous storyline. Book One begins with the story 
“The Anatomy Lesson,” a haunting origin story that reshapes 
SWAMP THING mythology with terrifying revelations that begin a 
journey of discovery and adventure that will take him across the 
stars and beyond.

More books by  AlAn Moore

“ An influential fantasy author  
for almost a quarter century.”  
—tHe neW York times on alan moore

“ The best muck -encrusted 
monster in the best comics.”  
—neil gaiman in entertainment WeekLY

“ Hyperintelligent, emotionally 
potent, and, yes, fun. A” 
—entertainment WeekLY

© DC Comics.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM



“ Easily the greatest Joker  
story ever told, BATMAN:  
THE KILLING JOKE is also one 
of Alan Moore’s finest works.  
If you’ve read it before, go 
back and read it again.  
You owe it to yourself.”  
—ign.com

“ A genuinely chilling portrayal 
of Batman’s greatest foe.” 
—BookList

More books by  AlAn Moore

“ I loved THE KILLING JOKE…It’s my favorite.  
It’s the first comic I’ve ever loved.” 
—tim BUrton

BATMAN: THE KILLING JoKE dELUXE EdITIoN
Writer: AlAN MooRE
Artist: BRiAN BollAND

ISBN: 978-1-4012-1667-2
PRICE: $17.99/$21.99CAN

Alan Moore cemented his reputation for unparalleled  
storytelling with wildly acclaimed books such as WATCHMEN  
and V FOR VENDETTA. Here he takes on some of DC’s most 
classic characters, offering his unforgettable version of the 
disturbing relationship between the Dark Knight and his  
greatest foe, the Joker. 

In this groundbreaking work, Moore creates a twisted tale of 
insanity and human perseverance. Looking to prove that any  
man can be pushed past his breaking point to madness, the 
Joker attempts to drive Commissioner Gordon insane. Refusing  
to give up, Gordon struggles to maintain his sanity with the help 
of Batman in a desperate effort to best the madman. 

sUggesteD for matUre reaDers

© DC Comics.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM



More books by  AlAn Moore

THE LEAGUE oF EXTRAoRdINARY GENTLEMEN voLUME oNE

“ A sharp -witted gloss on the scientific and  
sexual obsessions of Victorian society.”  
—time

Writer: AlAN MooRE
Artist: KEviN o’NEill

ISBN: 978-1-5638-9858-7  
PRICE: $14.99/$16.99CAN

London, 1898. The Victorian Era draws to a close and the 
twentieth century approaches. It is a time of great change and an 
age of stagnation, a period of chaste order and ignoble chaos.  
It is an era in need of champions. 

In this amazingly imaginative tale, literary figures from throughout 
time and various bodies of work are brought together to face any 
and all threats to Britain. Allan Quatermain, Mina Murray, Captain 
Nemo, Dr. Henry Jekyll and Edward Hyde and Hawley Griffin, 
the Invisible Man, form a remarkable legion of intellectual aptitude 
and physical prowess: The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen. 

“ Moore has combined  
his love of 19th -century 
adventure literature with an 
imaginative mastery of its 
20th -century corollary, the 
superhero comic book.”  
—PUBLisHers WeekLY

“ Swashbuckling, wry humor.”  
—sPin

© Alan Moore and Kevin O’Neill.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM



books that push the boundaries of  Science Fiction

“ Compelling entertainment  
with fiery thoughtfulness.”  
— entertainment WeekLY, top 10 Best fiction ‘05

“ Ex MACHINA is half  
x-FILES, half WEST WING  
and 100% genius.”  
—PUBLisHers WeekLY

sUggesteD for matUre reaDers

EX MACHINA: THE FIRST HUNdREd dAYS
Writer: BRiAN K. vAugHAN
Artists:  ToNy HARRiS & ToM FEiSTER

ISBN: 978-1-4012-0612-3    
PRICE: $9.99/$13.50CAN

The world’s lone superhero, known as the Great Machine, officially 
retired from crime fighting in June, 2001…in order to run for the 
office of Mayor of New York City. In the Eisner Award-winning  
Ex MACHINA: THE FIRST HUNDRED DAYS, the Great Machine, 
who has the ability to “talk” to electrical devices (from his office 
computer to the New York power grid), assumes public office, 
struggles to balance the budget, and settles a first amendment 
dispute at the Brooklyn Museum of Art. 

Ex MACHINA is far from a traditional “cape and tights” adventure 
story. It is: a sophisticated superhero story for readers who are 
skeptical of anyone who can jump over a building in a single 
bound; a science fiction story for readers who are weary of gadgets 
and gizmos overwhelming character development; a New York 
story for anyone who thinks all the great New York stories have 
been told; and most of all, it is a story that will fascinate, stimulate, 
surprise, and shock its readers. 

© Brian K. Vaughan and Tony Harris.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM



sUggesteD for matUre reaDers

books that push the boundaries of  Science Fiction

Y: THE LAST MAN BooK 1: UNMANNEd

 “ Funny and scary…an utterly believable critique 
of society. A+” 
—tHe WasHington Post

Writer: BRiAN K. vAugHAN
Artist: piA guERRA

ISBN: 978-1-5638-9980-5  
PRICE: $12.99/$14.99CAN

Y: THE LAST MAN, winner of three Eisner Awards and one of  
the most critically acclaimed, best-selling comic books series of the 
last decade, is that rare example of a page-turner that is at once 
humorous, socially relevant and endlessly surprising.

Written by Brian K. Vaughan (Lost, PRIDE OF BAGHDAD,  
Ex MACHINA) and with art by Pia Guerra, this is the saga of 
Yorick Brown—the only human survivor of a planet-wide plague 
that instantly kills every mammal possessing a Y chromosome. 
Accompanied by a mysterious government agent, a brilliant  
young geneticist and his pet monkey, Ampersand, Yorick travels  
the world in search of his lost love and the answer to why he’s  
the last man on earth.

“ The best graphic novel I’ve 
ever read.” 
—stePHen king

“ This year’s best movie is a 
comic book.” 
—aLL tHings consiDereD, nationaL PUBLic raDio

“ A seriously funny, nuanced 
fable...Grade A.” 
—entertainment WeekLY

© Brian K. Vaughan and Pia Guerra.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM



books that push the boundaries of  Science Fiction

TRANSMETRoPoLITAN voLUME 1: BACK oN THE STREET

The acclaimed Vertigo series from writer Warren 
Ellis (PLANETARY and THE AUTHORITY) and artist 
Darick Robertson, TRANSMETROPOLITAN combines 
black humor, life-threatening situations, and moral 
ambiguity to look into the gonzo mind of an outlaw 
journalist and the world he seeks to destroy.

After years of self-imposed exile from a civilization 
rife with degradation and indecency, cynical 
journalist Spider Jerusalem is forced to return to 
a job he hates and a city he loathes. Working as 
an investigative reporter for the newspaper The 
Word, Spider attacks the injustices of his surreal 
23rd Century surroundings. Spider ventures into the 
dangerous Angels 8 district, home of the Transients 
—humans who have decided to become aliens 
through cosmetic surgery. But Spider’s interview with 
the Transients’ leader gets him a scoop he didn’t 
bargain for. 

Writer: WARREN ElliS
Artist: DARiCK RoBERTSoN
ISBN: 978-1-4012-2084-6
PRICE: $14.99/$16.99CAN

“ WARREN ELLIS ANd dARICK 
RoBERTSoN TAKE A HUNTER 
S. THoMPSoN ANALoGUE 
ANd PUT HIM THRoUGH A 
23Rd CENTURY WRINGER. 
IT’S ANGRY PoLITICAL SCI-FI 
ANd IT’S FUNNY AS HELL.” 
—PLAYBOY

“ TRANSMET IS BRILLIANT 
FUTURE-SHoCK 
CoMMENTARY.”  
—SPIN

sUggesteD for matUre reaDers

PLANETARY BooK 1: ALL ovER THE WoRLd ANd oTHER SToRIES
The creator of the acclaimed 
series TRANSMETROPOLITAN, 
Warren Ellis delivers 
PLANETARY, hailed as a 
timeless story that turned 
modern superhero conventions 
on their heads. 

This graphic novel features 
the adventures of Elijah 
Snow, a hundred-year-old 
man, Jakita Wagner, an 
extremely powerful woman, 
and The Drummer, a man with 
the ability to communicate 
with machines. Tasked with 
tracking down evidence of 
super-human activity, these 
mystery archaeologists uncover 
unknown paranormal secrets 
and histories, such as a World 
War II supercomputer that 
can access other universes, a 
ghostly spirit of vengeance, 
and a lost island of dying 
monsters.

Writer: WARREN ElliS
Artist: JoHN CASSADAy
ISBN: 978-1-5638-9648-4 
PRICE: $14.99/$16.99CAN

“ PRovoCATIvE, EMINENTLY 
AddICTIvE, ANd ToP oF  
ITS CLASS.” 
— ENTERTAINMENT 

WEEKLY

© Warren Ellis and Darick Robertson.

© WildStorm Productions,  
an imprint of DC Comics.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM



best-selling books froM  BeSt-Selling AuthorS

“ The IDENTITY CRISIS  
mystery uses all of Mr. Meltzer’s 
skills as a thriller novelist.”  
—tHe neW York times

“ If it’s been ages since you  
read a superhero comic,  
start with this one.” 
—tHe neW York Post

“ A genuine comics landmark.”  
—PUBLisHers WeekLY

IdENTITY CRISIS
Writer: BRAD MElTzER 
Artist: RAgS MoRAlES 

ISBN: 978-1-4012-0458-7   
PRICE: $14.99/$17.99CAN

New York Times best-selling novelist Brad Meltzer (The Zero 
Game; The Millionaires) unleashed a murder mystery featuring 
some of the biggest pop icons in the world: Superman, Batman, 
Wonder Woman and the rest of the Justice League. The most 
talked-about and successful miniseries of 2004, IDENTITY CRISIS 
is a graphic novel written by Meltzer with art by Rags Morales 
and Michael Bair. The book delivers murder, betrayal, intrigue 
and an inventive look at the world of superheroes, fantastic 
powers and secret identities.  

When the spouse of a JLA member is brutally murdered, the 
entire superhero community searches for the killer, fearing their 
own loved ones may be the next targets. Before the mystery is 
solved, a number of long-buried secrets will threaten to divide 
the heroes before they can bring the mysterious killer to justice. 
IDENTITY CRISIS is an all-too-human look into the lives of 
superheroes, and the terrible price they pay for doing good.

© DC Comics.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM



best-selling books froM  BeSt-Selling AuthorS

BATMAN: THE dARK KNIGHT RETURNS

Hailed as a comics masterpiece, THE DARK KNIGHT 
RETURNS is Frank Miller’s (300 and Sin City) 
reinvention of the legend of Batman. It remains 
an undisputed classic, one of the most influential 
stories ever told in comics, and is a book cited by 
the filmmakers as an inspiration for the most recent 
Batman movies.

It is ten years after an aging Batman has retired, and 
Gotham City has sunk deeper into decadence and 
lawlessness. Now, when his city needs him most, 
the Dark Knight returns in a blaze of glory. Joined 
by Carrie Kelly, a teenage female Robin, Batman 
takes to the streets to end the threat of the mutant 
gangs that have overrun the city. And after facing 
off against his two greatest enemies, the Joker and 
Two-Face, for the final time, Batman finds himself in 
mortal combat with his former ally, Superman, in a 
battle that only one of them will survive. 

Writer & Artist: FRANK MillER 
ISBN: 978-1-5638-9342-1  
PRICE: $14.99/$16.99CAN

“ GRoUNdBREAKING.”  
—USA TODAY 

“ IT’S film noir IN  
CARTooN PANELS.”   
—VANITY FAIR

“ THERE’S NEvER BEEN 
SToRYTELLING 
qUITE LIKE THIS.”   
— THE  

WASHINGTON POST

“ CHANGEd THE CoURSE  
oF CoMICS.”  
—ROLLING STONE

“ REvISIoNIST PoP EPIC.”  
—SPIN

RoNIN
RONIN is the acclaimed epic 
by Frank Miller, the visionary 
writer/artist of THE DARK 
KNIGHT RETURNS, 300 and 
Sin City.

In this tale of a legendary 
warrior, the Ronin, a 
dishonored, masterless 13th 
Century samurai, is mystically 
given a second chance to 
avenge his master’s death. 
Suddenly finding himself 
reborn in a futuristic and 
corrupt 21st Century New York 
City, the samurai discovers he 
has one last chance to regain 
his honor: he must defeat the 
reincarnation of his master’s 
killer, the ancient demon Agat. 
In a time and place foreign 
and unfathomable to him, 
the Ronin stands against his 
greatest enemy with his life 
and, more importantly, his  
soul at stake.

Writer & Artist: FRANK MillER 
ISBN: 978-0-9302-8921-8 
PRICE: $19.99/$23.99CAN

“ HIS BRUTAL YET ELEGANT 
NoIR RENdERINGS, PULPY 
YET ELoqUENT SCRIPTING, 
ANd THoRoUGHLY 
UNCoMPRoMISING 
ATTITUdE MAKE [FRANK 
MILLER] oNE oF THE MoST 
dISTINCTIvE voICES IN 
CoMICS.”  
— ENTERTAINMENT 

WEEKLY

© DC Comics.

© Frank Miller Inc.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM
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best-selling books froM  BeSt-Selling AuthorS

“ SANDMAN just might be the smartest comic 
book ever written.”  
—Usa toDaY

THE SANdMAN voLUME oNE: PRELUdES & NoCTURNES
Writer: NEil gAiMAN 
Artists: MiKE DRiNgENBERg, MAlColM JoNES iii & SAM KiETH

ISBN: 978-1-5638-9011-6  
PRICE: $19.99/$23.99CAN

New York Times best-selling author Neil Gaiman’s transcendent 
series SANDMAN is often hailed as the definitive Vertigo title and 
one of the finest achievements in graphic storytelling. Gaiman 
created an unforgettable tale of the forces that exist beyond life 
and death by weaving ancient mythology, folklore and fairy tales 
with his own distinct narrative vision.

In PRELUDES & NOCTURNES, an occultist attempting to capture 
Death to bargain for eternal life traps her younger brother Dream 
instead. After his 70 year imprisonment and eventual escape, 
Dream, also known as Morpheus, goes on a quest for his lost 
objects of power. On his arduous journey Morpheus encounters 
Lucifer, John Constantine, and an all-powerful madman. This 
book also includes the story “The Sound of Her Wings,” which 
introduces us to the pragmatic and perky goth girl Death.

“ The best comic book  
ever returns.”  
—entertainment WeekLY

“ Neil Gaiman’s long-running 
series made cool comics 
fantastical and fantastical 
comics cool…SANDMAN is 
a modern myth, as well as a 
précis on why the stories we 
tell matter so much.” 
—PLaYBoY

© DC Comics.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM



best-selling books froM  BeSt-Selling AuthorS

“ It’s possibly the best  
mainstream ‘mature readers’ 
comic out there…” 
—DeciBeL magaZine

“ FABLES is an excellent series  
in the tradition of SANDMAN, 
one that rewards careful  
attention and loyalty.”  
—PUBLisHers WeekLY

“ [A] wonderfully twisted concept.”  
—tHe WasHington Post

FABLES voLUME 1: LEGENdS IN EXILE

“ An epic, beautifully  
written story.” 
—tHe onion

“Great fun.” 
—BookList

Writer: Bill WilliNgHAM 
Artist: lAN MEDiNA

ISBN: 978-1-5638-9942-3 
PRICE: $9.99/$11.99CAN

In the same vein as best-selling “fractured-fairy-tales” such as 
Wicked and Confessions of an Ugly Stepsister is Bill Willingham’s 
runaway hit graphic novel series FABLES. No longer just 
children’s tales, Willingham has created a new world for these 
beloved fables…one that exists within our own.

When a savage creature known only as the Adversary conquered 
the fabled lands of legends and fairy tales, all of the infamous 
inhabitants of folklore were forced into exile. Disguised among 
the normal citizens of modern-day New York, these magical 
characters created their own secret society—within an exclusive 
luxury apartment building on Manhattan’s Upper West Side— 
called Fabletown. But when Snow White’s party-girl sister, Rose 
Red, is apparently murdered, it is up to Bigby, Fabletown’s sheriff, 
and a reformed and pardoned Big Bad Wolf, to determine if the 
culprit is Bluebeard, Rose’s ex-lover and notorious wife killer, or 
Jack, her current live-in boyfriend and former beanstalk-climber.

sUggesteD for matUre reaDers

© Bill Willingham and DC Comics.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM



KINGdoM CoME
Writer: MARK WAiD 
Artist: AlEx RoSS

ISBN: 978-1-4012-2034-1   
PRICE: $17.99/$21.99CAN

Winner of five Eisner and Harvey Awards, KINGDOM COME  
is the best-selling graphic novel from acclaimed writer Mark Waid 
and superstar painter Alex Ross. 

Set just after the dawn of the 21st Century, in a world spinning 
inexorably out of control, comes this grim tale of youth versus 
experience, a tradition versus change, while asking the timeless 
question: what defines a hero? KINGDOM COME is a riveting 
story pitting the old guard—Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman 
and their peers—against a new, uncompromising generation of 
heroes in the final war against each other, to determine nothing 
less than the future of the planet.

books that redefine  Modern Super heroeS

“ No library should be without some edition  
of this book.” 
—LiBrarY JoUrnaL

“ One of the best comic  
stories ever told.” 
—tHe WasHington eXaminer

“ Waid’s charged dialogue 
and Ross’ stunning visual 
realism expose the genius, 
pride, fears and foibles of 
DC’s heroes and villains.” 
—tHe WasHington Post© DC Comics.

AFTERWATCHMEN.COM



books that redefine  Modern Super heroeS

BATMAN: ARKHAM ASYLUM

In this painted graphic novel that launched the 
U.S. careers of Grant Morrison and Dave McKean, 
the inmates of Arkham Asylum have taken over 
Gotham’s mental illness detention center on April 
Fool’s Day and demand Batman in exchange for 
their prisoners. Accepting their demented challenge, 
the Dark Knight is forced to live and endure the 
personal hells of The Joker, Scarecrow, Poison Ivy, 
Two-Face and many other of his sworn enemies in 
order to save the innocents and retake the prison. 
During his run through this absurd gauntlet, the  
Dark Knight Detective’s own sanity is in jeopardy.

Writer: gRANT MoRRiSoN 
Artist: DAvE MCKEAN 
ISBN: 978-1-4012-0425-9 
PRICE: $17.99/$21.99CAN

“ [GRANT MoRRISoN IS] 
CoMICS’S HIGH SHAMAN.” 
— THE 

WASHINGTON POST

“ [A] CoMIC LEGENd.” 
—ROLLING STONE

sUggesteD for matUre reaDers

JoKER
Brian Azzarello brings to THE 
JOKER all the visceral intensity 
and criminal insight that has 
made his Vertigo graphic novel 
series 100 BULLETS one of the 
most critically acclaimed and 
award-winning series in all of 
comics. 

This original graphic novel 
tells the story of one very dark 
night in Gotham City—the 
Joker has been mysteriously 
released from Arkham Asylum, 
and he’s none too happy 
about what’s happened to his 
Gotham City rackets while he’s 
been “away.” What follows is 
a harrowing night of revenge, 
murder and manic crime as 
only The Joker can deliver it, 
as he brutally takes back his 
stolen assets from The Penguin, 
The Riddler, Two-Face, Killer 
Croc and, of course, The 
Batman…and heaven help 
them all.  

Told through the eyes of his 
loyal (but naïve) henchman 
Jonny Frost, JOKER is a true 
noir crime novel—a harrowing 
journey into a city of rain-
soaked streets, dirty sheets and 
nothing but bad choices.

Writer: BRiAN AzzAREllo
Artist: lEE BERMEJo
ISBN: 978-1-4012-1581-1 
PRICE: $19.99/$22.99CAN

“ IF YoU LIKEd The Dark 
knighT, Joker IS A MUST-
HAvE FoR YoUR BooKSHELF.” 
—MTV.COM 
  
“ A LITERARY ACHIEvEMENT 
THAT TAKES ITS PLACE RIGHT 
ALoNGSIdE ALAN MooRE’S 
The killing Joke.”  
—IGN.COM

 “ dISTURBING, vIoLENT, 
oddLY PSYCHoLoGICAL ANd 
INSANELY WoNdERFUL.” 
— USA TODAY WEEKEND

 
 “ YoU WILL BE BLoWN AWAY.”  

—AIN’T IT COOL NEWS

© DC Comics.

© DC Comics.
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books that redefine  Modern Super heroeS

ALL-STAR SUPERMAN voLUME 1

ALL-STAR SUPERMAN is one of the most critically 
acclaimed mainstream comic book series in recent 
memory. The amazing creative team of writer Grant 
Morrison (BATMAN: ARKHAM ASYLUM) and artist 
Frank Quitely (WE3) join forces to take Superman 
back to basics and create a new vision of the World’s 
First Superhero. This collection features the first six 
issues of the acclaimed series. Witness the Man of 
Steel in exciting new adventures featuring Lex Luthor, 
Jimmy Olsen, Lois Lane, Bizarro and more!

Writer: gRANT MoRRiSoN
Artist: FRANK QuiTEly
ISBN: 978-1-4012-1102-8  
PRICE: $12.99/$14.99CAN

“ A STIRRINGLY MYTHIC, 
EMoTIoNALLY RESoNANT, 
ANd GLoRIoUSLY 
ALTERNATIvE TAKE oN  
THE MAN oF STEEL.” 
— ENTERTAINMENT 

WEEKLY

“ EXCITING, BoLd  
ANd SUPERCooL.”  
—VARIETY

“ THE MoST ENJoYABLE 
INCARNATIoN oF SUPERMAN 
IN ALMoST 30 YEARS...” 
—THE ONION

SUPERMAN: REd SoN
He’s a strange visitor from 
another world who can change 
the course of mighty rivers, 
bend steel in his bare hands…
and who, as the champion of 
the common worker, fights a 
never-ending battle for Stalin, 
Socialism and the international 
expansion of the Warsaw Pact. 

A deftly written alternate take 
on the mythos of the Man of 
Steel, RED SON explores the 
classic tale of Superman’s 
origins…if his rocketship had 
landed in the Soviet Union 
rather than Smallville, Kansas. 

Writer: MARK MillAR
Artists:  DAvE JoHNSoN &  

KilliAN pluNKETT

SC ISBN: 978-1-4012-0191-3 
SC PRICE $17.99/$21.99CAN  

HC ISBN: 978-1-4012-2425-7
HC PRICE: $24.99/$27.99CAN 
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 2009

“ YoU HAvE To AdMIRE ALL 
THIS CLEvERNESS; THERE’S 
JUST No WAY ARoUNd IT.” 
—AIN’T IT COOL NEWS

“ I WAITEd YEARS To REAd 
THIS SToRY ANd MILLAR  
dId NoT dISAPPoINT.” 
—KEVIN SMITH

© DC Comics.

© DC Comics.
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“ [A] startling, disturbing and 
perhaps enlightening series… 
a provocative tale.”  
—atLanta JoUrnaL constitUtion

“ Morrison has crafted an eerie 
tale of sci-fi and horror…with 
cute, furry animals.”  
—sYracUse Post-stanDarD

books for  MAture reAderS

sUggesteD for matUre reaDers

WE3
Writer: gRANT MoRRiSoN
Artist: FRANK QuiTEly

ISBN: 978-1-4012-0495-2  
PRICE: $12.99/$14.99CAN

Writer Grant Morrison and artist Frank Quitely tell the 
unforgettable story of three innocent pets—a dog, a cat and  
a rabbit—who have been converted into deadly cyborgs by  
a sinister military weapons program. 

With nervous systems amplified to match their terrifying 
mechanical exoskeletons, the members of Animal Weapon 3 
have the firepower of a battalion between them. But they are just 
the program’s prototypes, and now that their testing is complete, 
they’re slated to be permanently “de-commissioned”—until they 
seize their one chance to make a desperate run for freedom. 
Relentlessly pursued by their makers, the WE3 team must 
navigate a frightening and confusing world where their instincts 
and heightened abilities make them as much a threat as those 
hunting them—but a world, nonetheless, in which somewhere 
there is something called “home.”

© Grant Morrison and Frank Quitely.
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sUggesteD for matUre reaDers

books for  MAture reAderS

PREACHER voLUME 1: GoNE To TEXAS 

“ Just about the best thing to come along since 
comics started finding their way into books.”  
—tHe WasHington Post

Writer: gARTH ENNiS
Artist: STEvE DilloN

SC ISBN: 978-1-56389-261-5  
SC PRICE: $14.99/$16.99CAN

HC ISBN:  978-1-4012-2279-6  
HC PRICE: $34.99/$39.99CAN 
AVAILABLE JUNE 2009

One of the most celebrated comics titles of the late 1990s, 
PREACHER is a modern American epic of life, death, love and 
redemption also packed with sex, booze, blood and bullets— 
not to mention angels, demons, God, vampires and deviants  
of all stripes.

At first glance, the Reverend Jesse Custer doesn’t look like anyone 
special—just another small-town minister slowly losing his flock 
and his faith. But he’s about to come face-to-face with proof that 
God does indeed exist. Merging with a bizarre spiritual force 
called Genesis, Jesse now possesses the power of “the Word,” an 
ability to make people do whatever he utters. He begins a violent 
and riotous journey across the country in search of answers from 
the elusive deity.

“ It will restore your faith  
in comics.”  
—tHe neW York DaiLY neWs

“ The most intense adult  
comic in ages.”  
  —sPin

“ Features more blood 
and blasphemy than any 
mainstream comic in 
memory. Cool.”  
—entertainment WeekLY

© Garth Ennis and Steve Dillon.
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